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And I Believe That

Composer John Adams’ piece “Christian Zeal and Activity,” first recorded in 1973, stands 

in the middle of all of the changes in art and music definitive of the late sixties through early 

eighties, an exemplar of its time. Like Sol LeWitt’s wall drawings or Terry Riley’s In C, its 

parameters are more specific than their result. Like Steve Reich’s later works, it employs and 

abstracts found, documentary materials, foretelling the appropriation art of the eighties. Like a 

Haim Steinbach installation, it turns kitsch and Americana into something profoundly quiet and 

contemplatively repetitive. Like a Susan Howe poem, it is a patchwork of historical words made 

anew through fragmentation.

“Christian Zeal and Activity” doesn’t so much have a score as it does parameters. An 

ensemble of any number of any instruments plays the traditional hymn “Onward Christian 

Soldiers” so slowly that it is no longer recognizable, extending the original 3 and a half minute 

hymn to about ten minutes long. It’s a particularly folksy 19th-century hymn, distinctly 

American to the point of cheesiness (it was actually composed in England, but the point stands). 

After a few verses, what Adams calls a “sonic found object” is played over the top of the music.

Though by these instructions, the sonic found object could be any piece of prerecorded 

tape, two renditions have stood out as the most prominent over time. In the arguably most well 

known version recorded by Dutch conductor Edo De Waart in 1986, he cuts apart and collages 

together phrases from a preacher’s sermon. Words repeat over and over, in true Minimalist 

fashion, and he pairs clips of the preacher saying the same words in different inflections or 

phrases with rhyming words in order to create a wholly new rhythmic musicality out of the 

voice. The voice shouts passionately, “I believe that same Jesus is present through the power of 

the Holy Spirit / Right now / Right now…”

Since John Cage’s 4’33” opened in an amphitheater in Woodstock, New York framing the 

sounds of the great American landscape of the Hudson River School painters, Minimalist music 

has posited itself as a distinctly American genre. As the second of three movements in a work 

called American Standard, “Christian Zeal and Activity” interprets head-on what American music 

is and how it is a mirror of our culture. As the preacher in the recording shouts fragments of the 

parable of Jesus healing the man with the withered hand, the religiosity is not easy for many 

contemporary ears. But it recalls Brian Eno’s reaction to hearing gospel music for the first time. 

In the liner notes for his collaborative album with David Byrne, Everything that Happens will  



Happen Today, he reflects on the role gospel music played in the music they have made together 

over the years:

As a foreigner in New York … I was surprised by how little attention Americans gave to  
their own great indigenous music. It was even slightly uncool, as though the endorsement  
of gospel necessarily implied support of its associated religious framework…. However, I  
began to see gospel music as conveying the act of surrender more than the act of worship;  
and this, of course, intrigued me, and has informed my music ever since. Perhaps it’s the  
reason I use modes and chords that are easy to follow and harmonize with.

 
Drawn to a Withered Hand

A man named Fitzroy Anderson was walking in near Cobb’s Creek in southwest 

Philadelphia in April 2015. As he cut through the park, he spotted two deer. He reached for his 

camera as the deer started running off. He wanted to get a picture to show his grandchildren, so 

he followed them as they entered the woods from the clearing headed towards the creek. As he 

began to enter the woods, he saw a wheelchair. Venturing further he discovered what he 

described as a “nice little package, nice and neat.” A stick shaped like a cross caught his eye, he 

told reporters.1

And He Wants to Meet Every Need

Adams’ own version of Christian Zeal and Activity appeared on a 1975 collection of 

ensemble pieces produced by Eno. The sonic found object is different. A preacher who clearly 

takes a literalist interpretation of the Bible is in conversation with a skeptical interviewer. He 

opens saying that he believes Adam and Eve were the first people, and the interviewer stops him:

“They were the first two intelligent beings that were created by God in the Garden of  
Eden.”

“Now you say, ‘according to the Bible.’”
“Yes.”
“So you must be putting an awful lot of weight in the Bible. Huh?”
“Well, I believe that it’s God’s word, placed here for our use for the purposes of  

saving our souls and drawing us closer to God and revealing God’s truth about His  
creation, future life, and so forth.”

“What would you say to me if I told you I believe it’s a book that was written by  

1 Henry, David. “This Good Samaritan Found Abandoned Quadriplegic Man..” 6ABC Philadelphia Action News. 
April 14, 2015. accessed July 1, 2015. http://6abc.com/news/this-good-samaritan-found-abandoned-quadriplegic-
man/658915/



people long after the fact, sometimes with a lot of distortions and everything else? Would  
you call me a heathen? If I said it’s just a book?”

“Well it’s more than a book; it’s a masterpiece. It’s the mind of God; it contains the  
mind of God, the state of man, and the way of salvation and the happiness of believers. If  
you reject the word of God, it’s just – there’s no hope at all for you. You might as well just  
put a gun to your temple and pull the trigger –”

“I don’t think that’s true –”
“Jump off a bridge. I mean if you deny God and deny the fact that the Holy Bible is  

God’s revelation to mankind, then –”
“Then who is God? Is God a person?”
“God is the supreme being, the creator of the universe. The Father.”

They argue about whether God is real and has a voice and how one speaks to him and the  
preacher says,

“When a person becomes, uh, very ill physically, very disturbed mentally in some  
way, or finds misfortune with no possible help or aid for them with no way to find a solution  
to the problem – Maybe it could be physical, or mental, or emotional, it could be financial  
or it could be something domestic or regarding a job … prayer is the way of reaching our  
creator our father.”

“Let me ask you ask you a question, sir.”
“Yes sir.”
“I don’t have any financial problems. I don’t think I have any physical or emotional  

problems. I’m not losing my job.”
“Mmhm.”
“So why do I need God, if what you said it true?”

The preacher continues to explain that some individuals are saved and some are not, and the 

interviewer accuses him of telling him how to think. They argue more about who God is really 

meant for. The strings lilt in the background and slowly give way to menacing woodwinds.

 
What’s Wrong with a Withered Hand

When the nice and neat package began to move, Fitzroy Anderson was startled and ran. He 

thought it was an animal, reporters say, but called the police anyway. The package was actually 

Daequon Norman, a 21-year old, quadriplegic man with cerebral palsy and no verbal faculties. He 

was reported missing for five days when he had not shown up for class. Police determined he was 

left there by his mother, Nyia Parlor, while she traveled to visit her boyfriend in Montgomery 

County, Maryland.

He was wrapped up in a blanket, and the only other object left with him was a Bible. What do 



we make of this detail? Was it supposed to help? Was it an offer of hope? Or perhaps it was an 

admission of guilt, an act of contrition, a final turn towards kindness. If so, why does it feel like 

the opposite? The Bible, in this case, brings up a feeling of repulsion and disgust. It stands in for 

a crass admission that without being saved you might as well shoot yourself or jump off a 

bridge. In this ontology, the right to exist is tied to the ability to speak and be spoken to.

The event made national news and the detail about the Bible was always included, though the 

blanket was sometimes left out. It even made the article headline in some internet news sources. 

Something sacred became something haunting and ghastly, or at the very least, deeply conflicted.

This Very Same Story Has a Message for You and Me Even Down Here in the Year in Which We 
Live

In De Waart’s version of Christian Zeal and Activity with the collage of a preacher’s voice, 

despite being derived from a sermon, the recording does not follow the traditional textual form 

that we think of in regards to homily. Most of the phrases collaged together and repeated are 

dependent clauses, signaling no direct progression of syntax and few semantically resolved ideas. 

A logical, didactic form is dissected into a string of discrete phrases. Much to its beauty, it is  

more like a haze of thoughts and language as opposed to an argument or a metaphor, as the 

homily form would suggest. In fact, the first phrase that can be heard is “And I believe that.” 

The conjunction and demonstrative pronoun that, refer to ideas coming before the voice appears, 

implying that the text is not linear with no clear beginning.

In another example, the voice begins to say “Jesus not only healed this man in the synagogue 

that had the withered hand.” Despite upspeak on the word “hand” as well as the words “not 

only” the phrase is free floating without resolution. Not only what? What else did Jesus do? Is 

healing not enough? This fragment of language speaks to the incomplete narrative of disability in 

our society, wherein healing, isn’t – or rather, shouldn’t be – the extent of the story. Some of 

those differently-abled among us need healing. But others need not be pressured to assimilate 

into abled culture, and need not see their physical, mental, or emotional condition as an aberration 

on other people’s terms.

If we insist on going to the source to know what Jesus not only did, Mark 3:3 says that Jesus not 

only healed this man in the synagogue that had the withered hand, but he also told him to stand 

forth.

 
A Withered Hand Can’t Hold Onto Anything

Lt. John Walker of the Philadelphia Police held a press conference on April 12, his stern 

face altered with confusion and disgust. “This kid’s obviously a fighter,” he told reporters, 

“Obviously, he’s in the middle of a wooded area. You have wild animals there… this kid could not 



defend himself. He does not function at all.”2

This is how even his advocates viewed Daequon: as a fighter. Notwithstanding the 

reduction of him to a “kid” (or a “package”), he is called a “fighter” – a word evoking the 

violence that the able-bodied world holds as virtuous. (Consider the trope of the Christian 

soldier.) But in the very next breath, the lieutenant says he “does not function at all” as if 

malnutrition, suffering, and emotions are not functions.

He was heartbroken “that another human – especially a mother – could treat someone like 

that.” His dismay and the national outrage sparked by the story are legitimate, but there should 

be no reason to ask in the comment section of any article “How could someone do this?” The 

answer is as simple as every instance when someone is called “severely handicapped.” Our societal 

understanding of ability is an evaluative scale wherein the terms are based on able-bodied 

experience and ontology. By this scale it is determined who is worthy – who is saved or not. 

Compassion is easy for those who have the privilege to define what compassion is, but it is so 

easily turned insidious, like the Bible left behind on Daequon Norman’s chest.

2 McLaughlin. “Philadelphia  Police: Mom Left Quadriplegic Son In Woods.” CNN. April 12, 2015. accessed July 1, 
2015. http://www.cnn.com/2015/04/12/us/philadelphia-disabled-man-abandoned/


